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1. Introduction }

Thermography is used'1n both tokamalcs and stellaratom tp monitor the thermal load of first I
' wall elements. At WT—AS a 2—dimensional infrared (IR) sensitive camera has been installed to |

observe the complete surface of one of the limiters. |
Depending on the rotational transform t, the plasma of Wl-AS is limiter or, due to the

formation of natural islands, separatrbt bounded (t c: l].4 or t :2: ll.5, respectively). In the latter
case the plasma edge island topology is of particular interest for future stellarators, which will I
utilize natural islands in divertor configurations [l]. The limiter temperature distribution shows
a clear distinction between t a: 0.4 and t. 2:» 0.5. For 1. in the vicinity of 0.565 a: s—scan has
been performed, where the strike pointseparation, inferred from the temperature distribution, is
compared to code calculations of the magnetic field geometry. '

By solving the heat conduction equation inside the limiter, the total power deposited on the
limiters Pgm is derived which, similarly to the calculation of the radiated power Pm, assumes
toroidal symmetry. For N131 and ECR heated discharges and 1. ranging between 0.34 and U.56
the total power loss Pmd+Pgm+dgidt 1s compared to the input power.

2. Diagnostics

The main component of the limiter ther—
mogtaphy diagnostic is a 2—dimensional IR—
camera, consisting of 120x160 1113b pixels.
The Ill-camera is calibrated allowing absolute
Surface temperatures to be derived. The tem-
perature resolution achieved is of the order
1 K. The viewing geometryr is illustrated in
fig. 1. The limiter observed is one of nine
inboard limiters {one is missing for technical
reasons), symmetrically arranged according to
the 5—fold toroidal symmetry of WT—AS. Cor-
responding to the 5 field periods, W7-~AS con»
sists of.5_ modules. Each module contains two

- limiters toroidall},r displaced, but poloidally
forming acontinuous limiter. Each limiter is
made of eight separate CFC tiles. Thus, the' Fig. L: lite toroidal view of W45 shows a

cross-section of the IR—oattterti and the limiter - ..
observed. Wetting cone and'tite eppreshnate . tile indiCBSs running from 1- t0 .16 for. a GUI"
alarm shape-ere aim indicated. The spatial. . . responding pair of limiters, denote different
”0mm?" ”f ”'3 cam” ‘3 “l mini “WWW poloidal locations, while the modules denote
to the limiter dimensions of £2054 231' sang.
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the toroidal locations. The limiter surface contour has been designed to achieve a constant
power deposition for the standard configuration (r. 2 {13¢} and a power flux decay length of 1
cm. The limiter tiles are only at the rear side thermally coupled. Thus, unless the heat has
already propagated to the back of the limiter, the tiles can he treated independently hr the heat
conduction calculation. .

Two holometer arrays, each consisting of 30 sight lines, measure the radiation emitted by the
plasma. The total radiated power Pm is derived from the bolometcr signals, taking the plasma
shape and the relative position of the sight lines to the plasma into account.

3. Calculation of heat flux

The heat flux onto the limiter surface is calculated from the time evolution of the surface
temperature, solving the heat conduction equation by means of the finite differences method
[2] in a two dimensional slab geometry. ' This requires two simplifications: First, performing
the calculations for each of the eight tiles independently, the problem is reduced to two spatial
dimensions by averaging the temperature along the poloidal dimension of each tile. Consequently,
the calculated heat flux is a function of the toroidal surface coordinate of the limiter only and the
polo'idal dependence is considered only in the change from tile to tile. Secondly, it. is assumed
that the depth, which the heat penetrates into the limiter, is small compared to the curvature
radius of the limiter surface, thus allowing the curvature of each tile in toroidal direction to be
neglected. By integrating the resulting heal: flux over the tile surface, the power reaching the
limiter tiles is calculated and subsequently, by integrating over the discharge duration, the energy.
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Fig. 2.: - Coomortron of themogrophy
with calorimetry. The energy deposited

on the limiters is plotted versus tile
index for the ethereal modular Mi to 5.

Fig. 3.: The heatflttx as d fimction of the
toroidal replace coordinate is illustrated
for a t=ll564 discharge, where the heat
flux is strongly localized at tile #lti '

To validate the heat flux calculation, the energy determined by thennography is compared
with the results from the limiter calorimetry (fig. 2). Thermocouples, one in each limiter tile,
measure the difference bettveen the temperature before and 5 see after the shot from which the
energy is infen'ed. Two main conclusions can be drawn: (1) The calorimetry data show that
at least the energy averaged over a whole discharge is approxirnately toro‘idally symmetric. (2)
Generally, the thermography results are consistent with calorimetry. However, in particular at
lower energies, thermography tends to give higher values. This could haveseveral explanations:
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On the part of calorimetry the finite heat resistance between limiter tile and thermoCouple and, if

after 5 see because of the energy loss at the rear plate no temperature equilibrium is reached in the

limiter, the method used by calorimetry to derive the energy could lead to lower energies, On the

part of thermography a known problemis the reflection of Iii-radiation from surrounding vessel

components, which causes an apparent increase of the heat flux in form of a low level offset.

The 3D Monte Carlo code EMC3 (Edge Monte Carlo 3D [3} coupled to the transport code

EIRENEL which has been developed to studs transport in island diveltors, is used to model the
heat flux. It solves a simplified version of the 3D time independent plasma fluid equations with
islands, private flux region and target plates (here limiters) modelled in their real 3D geometry.

In fig. 3 a comparison between modelled and measured heat flux is shown. Although the toroidal
distributions are to some extent different, the measurement confirms the modelled heat flux in
so far as the same strong localisation along the island fan with the largest connection length is
observed, which collects a large power fraction crossing the last closed flux surface.

4. Results and discussion

As the spatial temperature distribution re»
so; ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' """ ' i _ fleets the heat flux onto the target, the strike

E 4.3 i. ~~~~~~~~i(/vmum “a“ “3mm” - point locations should be related to the mag-
5- “- _‘ - netic field topology of the island. In fig. 4 the
E on - i he. ' dependence of the strike point separation on a
a {REEL : is shown. The results obtained by thermogra—
E m l . Thermograph? \} - phy are compared with the strike point s'eparau
g to _ .3 tion derived from the vacuum magnetic field,

' g which has been calculated by the GOURDON—
o - ds'wfiggg-gga' gig-635563; ‘ code. Within the bounds of a pure vacuum

1,, field calculation, without considering diffusion
processes and finite )3 effects, the thermog-
raphy measurements agree with the vacuum

F£3. 41: k—depcudcnce ofrttike point separation The fieid vaipes. In pafflculfir’ the dceasePf thfl
themegmphy results are compared with code Strike P011“ 5513313311011 Wlth increasmg 3* 15 3011'

calculations of the vacuum magnetic field finned.

Two examples of the temporal evolution of the different power contributions are shown in
fig. 5. In general, as in the examples, during the initial phase of the diacharge the total power
loss Pmmsd+Pgm+diaidt is lower than the input power. Later the power is well balanced.
Possible explanations could be: {1) At the beginning of a discharge, when the density is still
low, the neutral pressure in the core plasma of Wl—AS may be sufficient to cause energy losses
by charge exchange, which in the power balance have not been considered. This effect could be
enhanced by strong gas puffing, usually employed at the beginning of a discharge, which also
could be responsible for toroidal asymmetries. (2} As the power decay length increases with
decreasing density, the heat flux to first wall components otherthan the limiters is stronger at
low densities. In case of NBI the power deposited has to be calculated, since depending on
the density it deviates strongly from the power applied. The investigation of a wide range of
discharges shows, that in general Pgm+Pmd+dgidt underestimates Pr... Depending on t and the
type of. heating, the mean deficiency from balanced power couttibutions ranges from 10 to 25%.
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Fig. 5.: Temporai evointion ofpower. a) ECR heated. #9344. ng=4>< 301 9111—3
discharge with nitrogen pafl“ {4}. b) NBI heated. t=fl.564. ng=5x1019m”3 discharge.

Para: denotes the N31 power eppiied {Uxi} and Pym? the part deposited.

; i ' 1 . _ . ‘ . . . A relation between the power balance
5 ~ and plasma density or energy content has not

been found, indicating that the assumption of
toroidal symmetry is generally valid.

Fig. 6 shows the relation between the
line averaged density and the proportion of
the input power reaching the target (iimiter).
For densities above 1x102U 111""3 limiter and
separatrix configurations show a clear distinc-

Efigfiflfl'fli“ Hand anoeor tion: For t. = 0.56 PfimlPin drops faster, i.e.
”Bi-W55 the radiated power fi'acfion rises fastenthan

D1 - * ' ' “in * ' ' ‘ "'t for t = 0.34. This observation is consistent
n no‘im'i} with probe and Hg. measurements. which for

u . neuifix10” 111"“3 show a reduced particle
Fig. 6.: Proportion of input power which reaches the flux close to the target. indicating detachment

target fifmiter) vs tine averaged densilyfor ioniter [5].
(t = 0.34) and separatrir ft = 0.56) plasma.
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